Contro le politiche del governo Gentiloni e di Bruxelles non si può contare sul M5S o sulle forze leghiste, altri veicoli dell’offensiva con cui il capitale mondializzato cerca di asservire la classe lavoratrice, dividendola e gerarchizzandola.

Tre momenti delle lotte degli ultimi anni dei lavoratori del settore logistico nel mondo: Hong Kong (a destra), Italia (in basso), Usa (in alto)
Abd Elsalam assassinated while he struggle front on his workplace!

The September 14, 2016 an Egyptian immigrant worker, Abd Elsalam, was murdered while he was taking part in a fight in front of his workplace. Abd Elsalam was an immigrant worker, father of five children, he and his fellow workers were trying to prevent the firing of a fellow worker of their company, that he was working to correct the dangerous and unhealthy working conditions. In fact, Renzi government and the employers lead the offensive against any attempt to stem the divisions and conflicts between workers, firstly that between Immigrant works and permanent workers, to limit the space of union and political freedoms in the workplace.

On the evening of September 14, a corporate leader has instigated the driver of a truck to force the picket line. The truck started and crushed under the wheels Abd Elsalam. The police headquarters of Marghera has cataloged this tragedy as a “car accident!”

Well, Abd Elsalam was an immigrant worker, father of five children, he and his fellow workers were trying to prevent the firing of a fellow worker of their company, that he was working to correct the dangerous and unhealthy working conditions. In fact, Renzi government and the employers lead the offensive against any attempt to stem the divisions and conflicts between workers, firstly that between Immigrant works and permanent workers, to limit the space of union and political freedoms in the workplace.

The "accident" was actually murder! It is the result of an aggressive and resentful social climate against workers, against immigrant, against every form, however small, of collective defense by workers, against any attempt to stem the divisions and conflicts between workers, firstly that between Immigrant works and permanent workers.

The main perpetrators of this climate are the Renzi government and the ruling class.

In fact, the Renzi government and the employers lead the offensive against any attempt to stem the divisions and conflicts between workers, firstly that between Immigrant works and permanent workers, to limit the space of union and political freedoms in the workplace.

In a measure of solidarity, we distributed a leaflet on the accident, denunciating what has happened and calling for a demonstration on September 22, 2016 in solidarity with the murder.

proletari di tutto il mondo, unitevi!